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Introduction

Over the past two decades, global integration and
new technologies have fundamentally reshaped our economic environment. The rate of
change has accelerated and the world has become both smaller and flatter. So how can
business leaders ensure their organisations thrive?
To answer this question, IBM met with more than 6,000 top
executives between mid-2009 and mid-2010. We discussed the
challenges confronting them, their expectations and
aspirations, and their perspectives on key business issues. Our
three resulting C-suite studies feature 1,541 chief executive
officers (CEOs), 1,917 chief financial officers (CFOs) and
2,598 chief information officers (CIOs). Individually, each is
the largest face-to-face study of its kind. Collectively, they span
33 industries and 81 countries, providing an unparalleled
insight into what the world’s business leaders think.1

While our research reveals many areas of alignment already, if
CEOs, CFOs and CIOs are to help their organisations prosper
in a volatile and complex economic environment, they must all
pull together. The CEO will need to lead the way, while the
CFO and CIO draw on their respective areas of expertise to
provide support. It is only by acting in unison that they can
fend off the threats and capitalise on the opportunities arising
from greater social, economic and technological connectivity.

In addition to the Global CEO, CFO and CIO studies, IBM
has conducted other studies based on interviews with
additional members of the C-suite, including Chief Supply
Chain Officers (CSCOs) and Chief Human Resource Officers
(CHROs). In study after study, across the C-suite, executives
voiced many of the same basic objectives and concerns related
to the future of their organisations.

The global economy was undergoing fundamental
transformation long before the recent financial crisis started.
The development of new business models, increasingly frenetic
pace of change and trend toward greater organisational
integration – all reflect the technological paradigm shift that is
taking place with the advent of the Internet and new
communication technologies.

In this report, we focus particularly on the combined insights
from our three most recent C-suite studies. Our research
shows that although CEOs, CFOs and CIOs all recognise they
are operating in a new economic era, their opinions differ
substantially about which external forces have the greatest
impact. CEOs are both more concerned about technological
factors and more convinced of the need for change than CFOs
and CIOs, for example. There are also significant differences
between the attitudes and actions of business leaders in the
most successful organisations and those in less successful
organisations.

So how do C-level executives work together to deal with these
changes? We conducted face-to-face interviews with over 6,000
CEOs, CFOs and CIOs in the course of completing our latest
series of C-suite studies. Here, we compare the findings from
all three studies to identify where C-level executives agree – or,
equally importantly, diverge – and how CFOs and CIOs help
CEOs prepare for the future. We have also drawn on previous
C-suite studies, where they provide additional insights.

The new economic environment
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Connectivity and complexity
Increasingly interconnected economies, enterprises, societies
and governments have given rise to vast new opportunities. But
greater connectivity has also created strong – and too often
unknown – interdependencies. The new economic
environment, CEOs say, is much more volatile, uncertain and
complex.
Many CEOs feel ill-equipped to cope. A full 79 percent told us
they expect the environment to grow significantly more
complex over the next five years, but only 49 percent believe
they know how to deal with this complexity successfully. In
short, they face a ‘complexity gap’ that poses a bigger challenge
than any we’ve measured in the eight years we’ve been
conducting such research.
In 2004, when we asked CEOs which external forces they
thought would have the biggest impact on their organisations
over the next three years, they ranked technological factors
sixth in order of importance. In 2010, they put technological
factors second only to market factors, thus underscoring the
high importance of technology in their strategy decisions.
When we asked that same question of CFOs and CIOs,
however, they see technology as a less critical external
influence, which suggests that they have very different
perceptions of its role (see Figure 1). For CFOs, technology
appears to be perceived primarily as a tool to enable them to
do their own jobs more effectively. And for CIOs, it seems that
dealing with changing technology is ‘second nature’ and thus
not viewed as a top challenge.
CEOs are also more aware of the need for change, although
the differences on this score are less pronounced. 68 percent of
CEOs think substantial change will be required to deal with
the external forces impinging on their organisations, compared
with 64 percent of CIOs and 57 percent of CFOs. ‘There isn’t
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Figure 1: CEOs accord technological factors much more importance
than CFOs and CIOs do.

the luxury of time. We used to say, ‘Wait until the crisis is over
and we get back to normal,’ but that never happens. We have
to be ‘change animals,’ the CEO of one public sector
organisation in Canada explained. Clearly, CEOs will need to
collaborate with C-suite colleagues to proactively plan for
dealing with ever-mounting change.

Borrowing from the best
Of course, recognising the need for change is one thing,
knowing what changes to make is quite another. However, our
2010 Global CEO Study sheds some light in this respect.
During our research, we identified a number of organisations
that have delivered a solid business performance in both good
times and bad. These ‘Standouts’ – as we call them – were able
to improve their operating margins in the four years preceding
the recession, when the economy was relatively stable. But they
were also able to do so during the financial breakdown that
ensued in 2008 to 2009.
The Standouts came from every industry and every part of the
world. What distinguished these organisations from their less
successful peers was the way in which they approached
complexity. Our extensive analysis of how they differ shows
that the CEOs who head Standout organisations are focusing
on three particular areas: embodying creative leadership;
reinventing customer relationships; and building operating
dexterity.2
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How CFOs and CIOs help CEOs be
creative leaders
Creative leaders embrace ambiguity; they cross boundaries,
‘think the unthinkable’ and are comfortable making decisions
before they have all the details. They take risks and pilot
radical innovations, continually tweaking their business models
and learning from best practice in other industries. They also
leapfrog beyond ‘tried-and-true’ management styles, preferring
persuasion to old-fashioned command and control, and use a
wide range of methods to get their message across, including
viral communication.
CIOs likewise help CEOs lead creatively in their capacity by
actively promoting innovation throughout the organisation.
Visionary CIOs aim to ensure the technologies they adopt fully
support their organisations’ business strategies, vigorously
co-create and champion innovation, and understand exactly
which technological advances will enhance their organisations’
competitiveness. ‘Innovation should be based on practical
technology that can deliver business objectives within
reasonable time and cost, which can be absorbed by the
business,’ a CIO from India said.

However, there are some notable differences among the CIOs
we surveyed. We analysed the financial performance of the
organisations they work for and classified these organisations
in one of three ways: high-growth, medium-growth or lowgrowth.3 Our findings show that CIOs who work for highgrowth organisations – or ‘High-growth CIOs,’ as we call them
for ease of reference – are much more deeply involved in
fostering innovation and promoting new communication
channels than other CIOs. They reach out to co-create and
champion innovation, and orchestrate the innovation process,
more often than their peers in low-growth organisations (see
Figure 2). They also use collaboration and partnering
technologies much more actively to spur innovation, and are
more successful in stimulating change through the deployment
of such technologies.
Traditionally, most leaders would perceive a ‘creative CFO’ as
negative, perhaps because creativity in financial matters hints
of impropriety. But today’s CEOs do need creative CFOs –
creativity that enables CFOs to look at situations in new ways,
and assess quickly and accurately whether a new initiative is
delivering good results. This allows CEOs themselves to be
creative in making speedy decisions under conditions where
risk is controlled.

Low growth
High growth CIOs more often
help realise change through
deployment of collaborative
and communication tools

43%
High growth
60%

40%
more

Low growth
High growth CIOs orchestrate
innovative processes to
promote innovation

5

30%
High growth
51%

Figure 2: High-growth CIOs are particularly effective at helping CEOs break new ground.
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Most CFOs already play a significant part in helping CEOs act
as creative leaders. They combine operational and financial
data to provide the business insights that are needed to
navigate uncertainty, establish early warning systems, monitor
the performance of their organisations and manage enterprise
risk. Moreover, they do these things much more actively than
they did five years ago (see Figure 3). CFOs have nearly
doubled the emphasis they place on enterprise risk
management, for example – a clear sign that they recognise the
increasing volatility of the conditions in which their
organisations must operate.

77%

93%
increase
40%

2010
2005

Measuring /
monitoring
business
performance

Creative leadership is not the only quality that separates the
Standouts from the crowd. So does the ability to reinvent
customer relationships. The vast majority of CEOs we
interviewed want to get closer to customers to better
understand, predict and provide what they desire. But for those
who head the most successful organisations, it is the top
priority. They honour their customers above all else, make
customer value their number one goal and regularly measure
every employee on a customer satisfaction or customer value
metric.
The CEOs who concentrate hardest on forging more intimate
customer relationships also make customers part of their team.
They interact and co-innovate with customers in new ways and
provide truly transparent processes. They profit from the
‘information explosion,’ tapping the value of limitless data and
analytics to generate actionable insights, and freely share
information with their customers to build trust.

85%
69%

How CFOs and CIOs help CEOs reinvent
customer relationships

Supporting /
managing /
mitigating
enterprise risk

Figure 3: CFOs help CEOs manage risk, cope with uncertainty and
monitor the impact of radical innovations.

Many CFOs go even further. 78 percent of the participants in
our 2010 Global CFO Study are either advising on, or playing
a critical decision-making role in, key areas such as strategic
revenue planning and business model innovation. The most
proactive CFOs also provide forward-looking information,
although they admit this is more of a struggle. ‘We’ve done
what we needed to do to stay half a step ahead of the business,’
the CFO of one U.S. organisation noted. ‘But with the current
rate of change, half a step is not enough.’

CFOs and CIOs both play a major role in facilitating these
activities. CIOs provide the foundation, while CFOs provide
the standards and guidelines to make best use of the captured
data – ultimately enabling it to be proactively crafted into
information.
CIOs also help CEOs reinvent customer relationships. They
turn data into actionable insights, build new channels for
customers and understand that customers expect no less than
world-class integration and transparency. High-growth CIOs
are particularly effective in this respect. They support CEOs in
their efforts to segment customers more accurately by
converting data into information and suggesting better ways to
use data, much more frequently than Low-growth CIOs (see
Figure 4). They are also more aware of the extent to which
customer expectations are changing and more actively
preparing to provide much greater levels of integration and
transparency over the next five years.
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CIOs proactively
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58%

61%

Low growth

more

36%

High growth
More focus on
insight and
intelligence to
realise strategy

71%
Low growth
53%

34%
more

Figure 4: High-growth CIOs are especially proactive about crafting data into information and using data more imaginatively.

CFOs have a strong focus on data:
•
•
•

Identifying what is required and how frequently
Establishing accountability for its delivery and accuracy
Synthesizing it to produce the ‘big picture’.

Integrating information is now much higher on their
agenda than it was five years ago (see Figure 5).

73%

109%
increase
35%

2010
2005

Driving integration of information
across the enterprise

Figure 5: CFOs put the jigsaw puzzle together.

However, the CFOs who do best at generating business
insights are those who realise the importance of using the same
language across the entire enterprise, automating key financial
and operational metrics, and using sophisticated analytical
techniques. Without a shared terminology, as a CFO from
Canada explained, ‘We just don’t do very well managing our
customer opportunity pipeline. We don’t have standard
processes, and sales people have different interpretations of
data.’

How CFOs and CIOs help CEOs build
operating dexterity
A third feature that distinguishes the Standouts from other
organisations is the emphasis they place on operating dexterity.
They simplify their interactions with customers and partners,
they simplify their products and services, and they simplify
their business processes to manage complexity more effectively.
The most dexterous CEOs also embrace speed and flexibility,
correct course as necessary, turn fixed costs into variable costs
wherever possible and constantly look for opportunities to take
advantage of global efficiencies while addressing local needs.
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Again, CFOs and CIOs play an important part in helping
CEOs effect these changes. CFOs do so by standardising
processes and driving down enterprise costs, although this is
something of a balancing act, as the CFO of a consumer
products company pointed out. ‘We don’t want to destroy what
makes us successful…How do we get value from standards
without giving up entrepreneurial agility?’ he asked. Many
CFOs also focus on making their departments scalable, agile
and fast, and implementing continuous improvements.
But some CFOs are especially adept at building operating
dexterity. In our 2010 Global CFO Study, we identified a
group of finance functions that are particularly efficient.4
These functions not only use common platforms to a greater
extent than those that are less well-organised, they also have
company-wide responsibility for specific processes more than
twice as frequently as the rest (see Figure 6).

CIOs, too, help build dexterity by cutting costs. They strive to
create a centralised IT infrastructure and completely
standardised, low-cost business processes, as well as seizing
every opportunity to reduce technology costs. More than
three-quarters of the CIOs participating in our 2009 Global
CIO Study expect their organisations to have strongly
centralised infrastructures within the next five years, for
example.
Again, however, High-growth CIOs lead the way. They place
more weight on using standardised business processes than
their peers in low-growth organisations, recognising that
standardisation and automation are a key means both of
increasing speed and flexibility, and of cutting costs (see Figure
7). As a CIO in the United Kingdom remarked, ‘Expectations
have changed. It is about delivering a service through a simple
process that can be repeated.’

Organisations with high Finance efﬁciency
The most efﬁcient
ﬁnance functions
favour common
platforms

91%
Less efﬁcient organisations

47%
more

62%

Organisations with high Finance efﬁciency
Process ownership
is more than twice
as common in the
most efﬁcient
ﬁnance functions

88%
Less efﬁcient organisations

Figure 6: CFOs standardise for speed and savings.

33%

145%
more
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High growth CIOs
71%
Low growth CIOs

22%
more

50%

Figure 7: CIOs focus on enabling dexterity by taking out IT costs and increasing flexibility.

Pulling together
The new information technologies are transforming the
economic environment, accelerating the pace of change and
creating ever greater complexity. Faced with these challenges,
CEOs, CFOs and CIOs cannot operate in isolation; they need,
rather, to act as an integrated team unified by a shared vision.
It is the CEO’s job to articulate that vision and set the pace by
exemplifying and encouraging creativity, breaking with the
status quo, experimenting with new business models, forging
closer links with customers and building a flexible organisation
that can rapidly respond to new threats and opportunities. But
the CFO and CIO can play a major role in helping the CEO
accomplish these goals – and many do.

Collectively, our C-suite studies show that today’s CFOs and
CIOs are intimately involved in developing and
implementing business strategy and generating the insights
needed to create new products, services and processes. CFOs
also help manage risk, and synthesize and analyse information
to produce new business insights, while CIOs help make
innovation real and expand the impact of IT on the business
by developing better ways of collecting, accessing and
analysing data, and proactively crafting that data into
information. Both CFOs and CIOs simultaneously keep a
close eye on costs and standardise wherever they can (see
Figure 8).

Embody creative leadership
CFOs:
• Provide the business insights necessary to navigate uncertainty
• Establish robust controls and early warning systems
• Monitor business performance and manage enterprise risk
• Get involved in strategic revenue planning and business model
innovation.

CIOs:
• Integrate IT strategy with business strategy
• Proactively reach out to the business to co-create and champion
innovation
• Understand the top technical priorities that will enhance competitiveness
• Help enable the business and corporate vision.

Reinvent customer relationships
CFOs:
• Define the right indicators and metrics
• Establish accountability for data integrity
• Drive integration of data enterprise-wide to generate insights and aid
management decisions.

CIOs:
• Proactively craft data into information
• Develop better ways to use data
• Improve data access and data quality.

Build operating dexterity
CFOs:
• Standardise processes
• Use common platforms
• Continuously improve the Finance function
• Improve asset utilisation and drive down costs.

Figure 8: An integrated view.

CIOs:
• Aim for completely standardised, low-cost business processes
• Plan for a centralised infrastructure
• Focus relentlessly on reducing technology costs.
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Although they are aligned in some areas, there is scope for
even more integration across the entire C-suite, including the
CSCOs and CHROs. CFOs and CIOs differ from CEOs in
their reading of external conditions and the degree to which
they think change is necessary. There are marked differences,
too, between what CFOs and CIOs in the most successful
organisations do and what those in less successful organisations
do. Only by closing these gaps and learning from the best can
all the C-suite executives act in complete concert and steer past
the rocks to realise the full potential the future offers.
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The right partner for a changing world
At IBM, we collaborate with our clients, bringing together
business insight, advanced research and technology to give
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with expertise in 17 industries and global capabilities that span
170 countries, we can help clients anticipate change and profit
from new opportunities.
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Notes and sources
1

2

Our 2010 Global CEO Study was based on face-to-face interviews
with 1,541 CEOs, general managers and senior public sector leaders
representing organisations of all sizes in 33 industries and 60 countries.
Our response sample in each region was weighted according to actual
regional Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for 2008, as published in the
International Monetary Fund’s World Economic Outlook Database,
‘2008 Actual Regional GDP.’ October 2009. Our 2010 Global CFO
Study was based on face-to-face interviews with 1,917 CFOs and
senior-level finance professionals from organisations in 32 industries
and 81 countries, while our 2009 Global CIO Study was based on
face-to-face interviews with 2,598 CIOs from organisations in 19
industries and 78 countries. For ease of reading, we refer to these three
groups as CEOs, CFOs and CIOs, regardless of the precise titles they
have.
We analysed the differences between Standouts and other
organisations, based on their long- and short-term financial
performance relative to their peers, where this information was
available. We used four-year operating margin compound annual
growth rates from 2003 to 2008 to measure long-term performance;
and one-year operating margin growth rates from 2008 to 2009 to
measure short-term performance. This enabled us to identify the
‘Standout’ organisations that were able to improve their operating
margins in both the long and short term.
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3

We classified the organisations for which the CIOs participating in our
study work according to the growth in their profits before taxes
between 2004 and 2007, relative to that of other organisations in the
same industry. For organisations where this information was not
available, we used statistical correlation to assign levels, based on
closest overall similarity of answers.

4

We assessed the efficiency of the finance functions of the CFOs
participating in our study by using statistical techniques to correlate
the financial performance of the organisations they serve with the
responses of the CFOs who head them. The measures on which we
evaluated them included use of a standard financial chart of accounts,
common finance processes, common finance data definitions and
governance, and the existence of a corporate philosophy on companywide information standards. We defined ‘high finance efficiency’ as the
adoption of enterprise-wide standards (for a financial chart of accounts,
processes and data) across more than 50 percent of the organisation,
together with the use of recommended or mandated company-wide
information standards.
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